Locating license plate area in an image is crucial to traffic recognition. By analyzing several common algorithms and their traits, this paper establishes the improved locating algorithm, which is combined algorithm based on color features with edge features, adding neural network training model for classifying plate images. Through the algorithm test it shows that the method has a nice effect. At last, this paper proposes a problem of redundant trailer image happened in real traffic and point out a solution idea.
INTRODUCTION
As China becomes the largest vehicle market in the world, fast growth is spurring demand for efficient traffic management. Intelligent transportation system is expected to recognize license plate for the identity of the vehicle. The recognition system could be mainly divided into 3 parts: the image acquisition and preprocessing, license plate area locating, segmentation and identification of characters [1] . This paper is focus on the algorithm of locating license plate, which refers to recognizing the location and the size of a license plate in an image. It is crucial to license plate recognition, because the accuracy of license plate location directly affects the accuracy of character recognition. _______________________ Mingzhu Zhang. Electrical and Information Engineering Department, Beijing Polytechnic College, Beijing 100042, China
METHODS ANALYSIS OF LOCATING LICENSE PLATE
The common methods of locating license plate are algorithms based on color feature and edge feature, with their traits discussed as follows.
Algorithm Based on Color Features
This method extracts the edge of license plate directly based on the matching feature of character color with background color. It combines the marginal areas into blocks by morphology of expansion and corrosion while suppressing the growth of the irrelevant areas in order to determine the location. The image adopted within RGB space has to transform into HSV or HSI space [2] .
The advantage of this algorithm is the reduction of missing recognitions, which improves stability and accuracy. Moreover, this method may achieve better locating effect for slanted images. But its shortcomings are obvious that when the background color is similar to the license plate, the computing speed is slow, and even inaccurate locating occurs. The quality of input image should be relatively high, for it is difficult to guarantee the locating effects if lighting frequently change, license plates contaminated or fade.
Algorithm Based on Edge Features
Due to the distinct contrast of the character color with background color in a license plate showing alternative color patterns, this method makes gray-scale transformation and one order differential operation (edge detection) along the horizontal direction. If the results of edge detectives are integral projected along the horizontal direction, the acquired projection will distribute a peak in the plate area as a result of rich vertical edges. Hence, the upper and lower boundaries of the license plate could be determined, as well as the left and right boundaries in a similar way, and finally the location of the license plate could be obtained.
This algorithm has fast speed and high efficiency, getting better effects in the case of multiple license plates in one image. However, the blurred edge caused by license plate fading, complex scenes, or special weather like raining, can not be well adapted to the interference.
LOCATING ALGORITHM USED IN THIS PAPER
Using a basic algorithm alone can not realize the capability of high accuracy and robust real-time performance [3] in special conditions, shown in Fig.1 . This paper proposes the improved algorithm, which combines the advantages of the above algorithms, shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, process video images both based on edge features and color features respectively to extract rectangular license plate images [4] . Then through the deep learning algorithm of a 8-layers neural network model to classify these images into three categories for identifying characters. 
NEW REDUNDANT TRAILER IMAGE PROBLEM
Up to now there is no algorithm of locating license plate concerning redundant trailer image problem, which is showed in Figure 3 . Metropolis like Beijing has imposed limit driving policy on vehicles in recent years. Therefore if a trailer car trail an illegal parking car or an accident suffered car on road, there will be an unwanted license plate appeared in the monitoring image, called a redundant trailer image proposed by this paper. Then the unwanted license plate number will be extracted into traffic intelligent system, and by coincidence the car may be wrong punished for violating driving on its limited day. In view of the fact that it indeed happened in the writer's real life, a differential operator needs to be added into the previous algorithm. The acquired license plate on the trailer is not a kind of false license plate area, but it has to be recognized as a different classification in locating stage for subsequent processing.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes common algorithms of license plate location and establishes the more applicable locating algorithm combined algorithms based on color features with edge features, adding neural network training model for classifying. Through the algorithm test, it verifies that the method has a nice effect. At last, this paper proposes a problem of redundant trailer image happened in real traffic and point out the solution idea. Some inapplicable conditions hidden in algorithm could only be found out after practical checking over a long period of time.
